
Creative 
Empathy
FOR MEANINGFUL UX



1. We make things for people
2. Those people aren’t us.

- Teresa Brazen

Image adapted from teresabrazen.com



Image adapted from Design by Fire Events

- Froukje Sleeswijk Visser

“What people 
experience is often 
determined by 
tacit knowledge or 
latent needs….”



Know
Feel
Dream

Say
Think

Do
Use

Adapted from Sleeswijk Visser et al

Empathy

Interviewing

Observation



isn’t magic.Empathy
It’s more like a muscle.



And Creative Empathy

is a toolkit for using 
that muscle within 
any creative process.



Questions so far?
Slides & Downloads

d3e.co/ce4gofore

https://d3e.co/ce4gofore


Brief 
Presentation

Micro-
workshop

QuestionsIntroduction



Go ahead and grab 
whatever you need 
to write stuff down.It’s for later!



@brianpagan

https://twitter.com/brianpagan




Creative Empathy is our 
backstage pass to each other’s 

subconscious experience.



“What would I do in 
their situation?” 

“What do I need when I 
feel like they’re feeling?”



Empathic 
Design Process

Adapted from Kouprie & Sleeswijk Visser, 2009



Empathy = ( Ability x Proximity )



ProximityAbility
How closely someone’s 
experience resembles our own

The strength of our 
empathy muscle

Empathy = ( Ability x Proximity )
Our resonance with 
someone else’s experience.

The Eindhoven Empathy Model



Ability
The strength of our empathy muscle



Develop your 
emotional 
vocabulary.

Free-writing is a powerful exercise 
for developing self-awareness.

Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotion, classtools.net



Image: Keysers, C.

Practice 
Mindfulness.

People who meditate regularly 
show increased activity in the 
brain’s empathy circuit.



Train as an actor.

Acting teaches us to resonate with a character, like we do with creativity.



Live life!

Seek discomfort

Learn new languagesRead literary fiction

Vary routines Listen to people’s stories

Travel to new places



Proximity
How closely someone’s experience resembles our own



Get out of 
the office.

Conduct (field) observation and interviews with people.



Simulate
people’s 
context.
Immerse yourself in other 
people’s worlds with simulators, 
rituals, and mixed reality.



Image by Andrew Walker

Eat your own dogfood.



Play the role.

Stimulate empathy with exercises like free-writing in 
character, emotion memory, and interaction improv.



Become your customer.

“The key is the mental and the emotional issues. I realized those issues are real.”
Drew Manning, Fit2Fat2Fit



Creative Empathy 
for Teams
Help everyone feel empathic connection.



Nurture psychological safety.



Create 
relatable 
characters.



Tell compelling 
stories.
Sensitizers, experience flow videos, 
and video prototypes help bring our 
character to life.

Image by María Elena López Reyes



Include 
your team.

Display your work & involve other disciplines or run Empathic Handover.



Hire your 
customer.

Burton Snowboards regularly hosts pro snowboarders for co-creative retreats.



Brief 
Presentation

Micro-
workshop

QuestionsIntroduction



So let’s talk about 
a Gofore case…
DISCOVER
What is the primary journey?

IMMERSE
How do people feel in-situ?

CONNECT
How do I experience those emotions? 

DETACH
How might we address those feelings?



Connect | Free-Writing

Recall a time when you felt 
that way, go back into the 
memory and write about it. 

5 Minutes

Don’t stop.
Don’t think (feel instead).
Don’t edit or proofread.
Just write!



How was that for you?



How might we address those 
feelings in our project?

What do you recommend?



Does 
this 
help?



The world deserves 
your greatness!

#CreativeEmpathy

PALJON KIITOKSIA
Slides & Downloads

d3e.co/ce4gofore@brianpagan

https://d3e.co/ce4gofore


Discover
“We’re replacing all the 
ATMs in Finland, so we need 
a design that works well for 
the more than 65,000 people 
with visual impairments.”

Bonus c
ase



Immerse
Let’s watch this video to simulate field observation.

In real life, we would only do this with this gentleman’s consent!

Bonus c
ase

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jzah0A6IC5o


Field 
Observation

Write down what you observed 
Tommy feeling during his 
experience with the ATM. Be as 
specific as you can.

2 Minutes

Bonus c
ase



What did you 
write down?

Bonus c
ase



Connect | Free-Writing

Recall a time when you felt 
that way, go back into the 
memory and write about it. 

5 Minutes

Don’t stop.
Don’t think (feel instead).
Don’t edit or proofread.
Just write!

Bonus c
ase



How was that for you?

Bonus c
ase



Detach

Write down three 
recommendations for the 
new ATMs.

2 Minutes

Bonus c
ase



What were your 
recommendations?

Bonus c
ase



The world deserves 
your greatness!

#CreativeEmpathy

PALJON KIITOKSIA
Slides & Downloads

d3e.co/ce4gofore@brianpagan

Bonus c
ase

https://d3e.co/ce4gofore

